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Workplace Wellness
This study comprised 23 corporate employees and educators who participated in the general
study outline of completing the Daily Challenge 5 days per week for 6 weeks.

Copenhagen Burnout Inventory:
19.79% decrease in personal burnout (p <.05)
21.03% decrease in work-related burnout (p <.05)
20.38% decrease in overall burnout (p <.05)

WHO Well-being Index:
18% increase in wellbeing (p <.05)

State-Trait Anxiety Inventory for Adults:
13% decrease in trait anxiety (p <.05)

A sample of one of the educator’s charts of XP Growth can be seen below.



Medical Professionals
This is an ongoing study with 10 nurses and 1 doctor from some of the best hospitals in New
York, New Jersey, and California. Out of the 11 medical professionals, 4 of them completed the
study so far with the following results:

Emotional Exhaustion 22% decrease (p = .004**)

Depersonalization 9% decrease

Personal Achievement 5% decrease

WHO Wellbeing 29% increase

STAI - Trait Anxiety 14% decrease

Below is a graph demonstrating the group and individual differences in Emotional
Exhaustion:

Below is a sample of the XP score improvement of the nurse who had the most usage.



MLB Rehabilitation Athletes
This study comprised 15 players in physical therapy for injuries in Major League Baseball. Out
of the 15 players in the study, 7 players hit the benchmark of 20 days of usage. There was a
24.6% increase in the average Cognitive Specific Athletic Injury Imagery score of the 7
participants who completed 20 days of FC usage (p <.05). Their individual score differences
can be seen below.

Athletic Injury Imagery Questionnaire (AAIQ) - Cognitive Specific Imagery:

A sample of one of the pitcher’s charts of XP Growth can be seen below.



Esports Athletes
This study comprised 10 athletes from a League of Legends esports team. They were asked to
complete the Daily Challenge, or any other program if they preferred, 5 days per week before
a training session. There was a 16% decrease in the somatic anxiety of the players who
completed at least 20 programs (p <.05). Their individual score differences can be seen below.

Competitive State Anxiety Inventory (CASI-2R) - Somatic Anxiety:

Wheelchair Basketball Athletes
This is an ongoing study with 6 college-level wheelchair basketball athletes. Out of the 6
players, 2 of them completed the study so far, and their results are as follows:

Somatic Anxiety 33% decrease

Cognitive Anxiety 29% decrease

Self-confidence 15% increase

WHO Well-being 28% increase

Mental Toughness 13% increase

Their individual score differences can be seen below.
Somatic Anxiety Cognitive Anxiety



Self-Confidence Mental Toughness

Well-being

Paralympic Athletes
This is an ongoing study where 2 athletes have completed their training so far. Survey variables
were recorded independently by the committee, but we were able to collect their data through
XP scores and plot one of the athlete’s growth over time, as seen below.



ADHD/ADD
We performed a research study where 18 children diagnosed with ADHD or ADD between the
ages of 10-17 years participated in 25 FocusCalm training sessions over 5 weeks.

Significant training effects were noted for ADHD Combined (Conners Comprehensive Behavior
Rating Scale) indicating that ADHD symptoms have reduced over the 5 weeks of the BrainCo
training program [t(18)=-4.6837, p <0.001]. Significant improvements and effects of the training
were also noted on the ADHD-Inattentive and ADHD-Hyperactive-Impulsive sub-scales. The
effect size is reported as Cohen’s d using the pooled standard deviation. See Table 1.

The effect size of the results are comparable to that of other studies on treating ADHD in
literature. Table 2 contains a list of neurofeedback and medication studies on children and
adolescents with ADHD and their respective effect sizes. The primary outcome measure, ADHD
Combined, had an effect size of -1.2, which is comparable to those found in medication
studies.





When investigating the secondary outcomes from the Conners CBRS-P we saw significant
improvements in other DSM-V symptoms of ADHD. Parents reported significant changes
(p<0.05) in Generalized Anxiety Disorder, Social Anxiety Disorder (Social Phobia), Oppositional
Defiant Disorder, Major Depressive Episode, Manic Episode, Defiant/Aggressive Behaviors, and
Separation Anxiety Disorder. These secondary outcomes are also noteworthy considering
children with ADHD report more symptoms of depression and anxiety than children without
ADHD, and up to 25% of children with anxiety disorder meet diagnostic criteria for ADHD.

The IVA-2 assessment also indicated significant improvement in the Auditory Response Control
Quotient of the participants [t(18)=2.119, p <0.05], which is quite relevant as children with
ADHD have been shown to have significantly lower auditory response control than children of
typical development.
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